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Fine Art Handcrafted Lighting Reimagines Four Popular Collections
MIAMI, FL – Fine Art Handcrafted Lighting announces the revitalization of its most popular collections with fresh,
modern, hand leafed finishes and shades.
Beveled Arcs, known for its groundbreaking concept of dramatic sweeps of arcing beveled crystals, has been
refreshed in a silver or gold‐leaf finish that extends to the candlesticks transforming this collection into modern
day statement pieces. Beveled Arcs defines your space by combining simplicity and soft comfort with a bold
statement of strength and elegance.
Allegretto, gives its name to a lighting collection created to the sound of music. Reintroduced in silver leaf or
gold‐leaf finish with coordinating new crisp white, champagne, or black fabric shades, this confidently bold
collection features lines that make distinct, graceful gestures that timelessly span yesterday, today, and
tomorrow.
Stylized crystal leaves with boldly cut facets reflecting light in delicate patterns adorn the Crystal Laurel
collection. Inspired by the ancient Greek laurel wreath, a symbol of victory and now a timeless statement in
fashion and style. Modernized in silver leaf or gold‐leaf finish with new crisp white, champagne, or black fabric
coordinating shades, creates a look of opulence in any design space.
The 1920s were a unique transitional period in architecture and design in Cienfuegos, Cuba, combining the old
and the new. This period inspired our eclectic collection Cienfuegos. Bold and strong with classic lines, this
collection boasts luxurious simplicity. The new white laminated fabric shades and modern gold or silver leaf
finish that extends to the candle covers, exudes a clean sophistication.
Fine Art Handcrafted Lighting is renowned worldwide for creating original handcrafted lighting made using
beautiful handblown studio glass, metals fabricated by hand, and other unique materials, with exquisite hand‐
applied finishes. Ours is a story of heritage, made‐in‐America excellence, and select collaborations with the
world’s finest lighting designers.

About FINE ART HANDCRAFTED LIGHTING
Founded in 1940 and handcrafted in America, Fine Art Handcrafted Lighting (previously Fine Art Lamps) has
been honored with numerous design awards, including the prestigious ARTS® Manufacturer of the Year Award
an unprecedented nine times. They distribute their unique products in all 50 states and more than 70 countries
to meet the discerning needs of clients, designers, and architects. Adhering to the highest standards of
craftsmanship, all principal design components are manufactured in‐house—from glassblowing to metalwork—
under the supervision of the industry’s foremost craftsmen and engineers.
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